
Wednesday 1st July 2020

WALT use suffixes

WILF: 
1. Add -er, -ed and –ing to a root word
2. Add –ful and –less to a root word
3. Explain what a suffix is



Year 2



Can you decide what is happening in each of these pictures 
and create a verb using -ing?

This man is building.



Can you decide what is happening in each of these pictures 
and create a verb using -ing?

This man is building.

This girl is hopping.

This bird is flying.

This man is painting.

She is teaching.

The children are sleeping.



Can you add –er to the end of these verbs to say who these people are?

This man is building. She is teaching.This man is painting.

He is a painter.



Can you add –er to the end of these verbs to say who these people are?

This man is building. She is teaching.This man is painting.

He is a painter. He is a builder. She is a teacher.



Describe this picture in sentences using as many words 
ending in –ing as possible.

For example: The children are paddling in the paddling 
pool. 



Describe this picture in sentences using as many words 
ending in –ing as possible.

For example: The children are paddling in the paddling 
pool. The boy is splashing his sister. Dad is cooking on the 
barbecue. The barbecue is smoking. The sun is shining. 



Read what these children are doing at school. Can you help them write their 
diary, adding –ed at the end of the words?

Can you write a sentence describing something you did 
yesterday using a word with an –ed ending?

I am 
jumping.

I am 
laughing. 

I am 
listening.

I am 
cooking.

Today at school, 
I jumped.



Read what these children are doing at school. Can you help them write their 
diary, adding –ed at the end of the words?

Can you write a sentence describing something you did 
yesterday using a word with an –ed ending?

I am 
jumping.

I am 
laughing. 

I am 
listening.

I am 
cooking.

Today at school, 
I jumped.

Today at school, 
I laughed.

Today at school, 
I listened.

Today at school, 
I cooked.



All of these people do different jobs. Can you work out what they do by 
reading what they say? Their job should end in –er.

I drive the bus. I photograph
things.

I build houses.I bake bread.

Can you write some sentences of your own that describe what a 
person does and see if a friend can guess the answers?



All of these people do different jobs. Can you work out what they do by 
reading what they say? Their job should end in –er.

I drive the bus. I photograph
things.

I build houses.I bake bread.

Can you write some sentences of your own that describe what a 
person does and see if a friend can guess the answers?

I am a 
baker. I am a 

photographer.

I am a 
builder.

I am a 
driver.





Can you make five new words by adding –ful to the end of the root word 
shown in each picture? Click the pictures.

help restcolour

watch mouth

Which of these words is not an adjective?
Can you write a sentence using two of the new words?



Can you make five new words by adding –ful to the end of the root word 
shown in each picture? Click the pictures.

help restcolour

watch mouth

Which of these words is not an adjective?
Can you write a sentence using two of the new words?

ful ful ful

fulful



Can you make five new adjectives by adding –less to the end of the root word 
shown in each pictures? Click the pictures. 

home tastespot

noise heart

Can you write a sentence using two of the new adjectives?



Can you make five new adjectives by adding –less to the end of the root word 
shown in each pictures? Click the pictures. 

home tastespot

noise heart

Can you write a sentence using two of the new adjectives?

less less less

lessless



How many adjectives ending in -ful can you think of and write down to 
describe this picture in one minute?

Example adjectives:
beautiful
colourful
wonderful

How many more did 
you think of?



Can you read the definition and match it with the correct 
root word and suffix?

An object that is helpful for a job to be done.

end stress shame

job child usetruth

-ful -less



Can you read the definition and match it with the correct 
root word and suffix?

Someone who has no shame.

end stress shame

job childtruth

-ful -less

use



Can you read the definition and match it with the correct 
root word and suffix?

Someone who always tells the truth.

end stress shame

job childtruth

-ful -less

use



Can you read the definition and match it with the correct 
root word and suffix?

Someone who doesn’t have a child.

end stress shame

job childtruth

-ful -less

use



Can you read the definition and match it with the correct 
root word and suffix?

Something that never ends.

end stress shame

job childtruth

-ful -less

use




